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COORDINATION OF PHASE SHIFTING TRANSFORMERS BY 
MEANS OF THE SWARM ALGORITHM  

Summary. The use of several phase shifting transformers (PSTs) in an 
interconnected power system must be coordinated in order to take full advantage of these 
devices and to avoid adverse interactions. This paper presents an optimization method of 
PST settings based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The 
minimization of an unscheduled flow through a given system was used as the 
optimization criterion. Simulation results for an IEEE 118-bus test system are given. 
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KOORDYNACJA PRZESUWNIKÓW FAZOWYCH ZA POMOCĄ 
ALGORYTMU ROJOWEGO  

Streszczenie. Zastosowanie kilku przesuwników fazowych w połączonym systemie 
elektroenergetycznym musi być skoordynowane w celu pełnego wykorzystania tych 
urządzeń i uniknięcia ich niekorzystnych interakcji. W artykule przedstawiono metodę 
optymalizacji nastaw przesuwników fazowych, opartą na algorytmie roju cząstek (PSO). 
Jako kryterium optymalizacji zastosowano minimalizację przepływu nieplanowego przez 
dany system. Pokazano wyniki obliczeń dla sieci testowej zawierającej 118 węzłów.  

Słowa kluczowe: przesuwnik fazowy, przepływ nieplanowy, optymalizacja rojem cząstek 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Liberalization of electrical energy market and increased use of renewable energy sources 
(RES) (wind power mostly) in the European power system are two basic factors which have 
contributed to the wide-ranging emergence of so-called unscheduled flows (UF) in the 
interconnected power systems. UF is defined as unplanned compensating active power flow 
between different power systems. This effect is in particularly evident in power systems of 
Central and East Europe, where surplus power from the wind farms located in north Germany 
is transmitted to south Germany and Austria via transmission lines from neighbouring 
countries, especially Poland and Czech Republic.  The uncontrolled increase of unscheduled 
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flows which has arisen in the last years constitutes a serious problem for operators of 
transmission systems (OSP). These flows provide additional significant load to the 
transmission lines and therefore endanger operational safety of interconnected systems. 
Moreover, OSPs are forced to limit the amount of power transmitted  in cross-border flows 
(this power is available to the participants of electrical energy markets) as well as to apply 
extraordinary relief measures [1, 2].  

The reaction shown by OSPs to mounting issue of unscheduled flows is the increased 
interest in application of so-called phase shifters or phase shifting transformers (PST) used to 
manage the flow of power in the cross-border lines. In the near future, such devices will be 
installed in the cross-border tie-lines Poland-Germany and Czech Republic-Germany. The 
first device is already operating in the cross-border connection between stations in Mikułowo 
(PL) and Hagenwerder (DE). PST shifters are special-purpose transformers; when installed in 
the transmission line, they make it possible to control voltage phase shift,  and this is 
equivalent to control of active power flow in the line. However, if several PST devices are 
installed close to each other (in the geographical sense), adverse interactions of these devices 
are possible [3, 4, 5]. Therefore, controlling several PST interacting with each other as well as 
with the transmission line, requires complex co-ordination mechanisms in order to utilize the 
devices fully and to avoid conflicts, which might result in unexpected behaviour. Several co-
ordination methods for devices controlling the flow of power have been described in 
publications [6–11]. 

In current paper we show how PST should be controlled in order to obtain optimum or 
nearly optimum situation for  a given system (from the viewpoint of adopted criterion). A 
method for optimizing PST settings, based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is 
presented. The minimization of an unscheduled flow through a given system has been used as 
the optimization criterion. Results for a test system containing 118 buses are presented.  

2. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 

In our research the optimization problem was targeted at searching for optimum four PST 
settings (decisive variables), with unscheduled flow minimized (objective function). The 
unscheduled flow ran through area O1 of test system. PSTs were installed into lines at the 
intersection O1–O2 (lines 15–33 and 19–34) and O1–O3 (lines 23–24 i 30–38) (Fig.1). The 
limits of search space were defined by minimum and maximum settings of each PST. 
Mathematically this problem may be formulated in the following way:  
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with limits set as: 
     min maxd d dx x x  ,      1, ..., 4d  ,                   (3) 

where: f (x) – objective function, UF – unscheduled flow through a given system, l – number 
of tie-lines of a given system, Pi – flow of active power in ith tie-line (assumed to be positive 
when power flows out of the system and to be negative when power flows into the system), x 

– vector of variables containing PST settings, ℝ4 – four-dimensional real vector space, xd – 

setting of  dth phase shifter, xd min, xd max – minimum and maximum setting of  dth phase shifter. 
When the problem is thus defined, there is no analytical formula describing the 

dependence of objective function on decisive variables (PST settings); therefore, the standard 
optimization methods cannot be used to solve this problem. That is why we decided to use 
metaheuristic methods. The method based upon PSO algorithm was used to solve the 
formulated problem. One of the good points of this algorithm is that it is not necessary to 
know the objective function gradient in order to carry out optimization. Moreover, the 
probability of finding the global optimum is high [12]. 

To avoid the situation when, during the process of determining PST settings, the 
optimization algorithm might get "stuck" at extremities of allowable setting interval, an 
approach utilizing the so-called penalty function was  used. It was introduced as an additional 
component of objective function. Mathematically it may be defined as follows:  

        min  ( ) ( ) ( )F f p x x x ,      x ℝ4 ,       (4) 
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where: F (x) – objective function taking into account penalty function, f (x) – original 
objective function,  p (x) – penalty function, a – constant penalty coefficient (experimentally 
selected). 

3. PSO ALGORITHM 

PSO algorithm was presented in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart [13]. This algorithm is 
biologically inspired and based upon social behaviour of the animal swarm (e.g. fishes or 
birds), which cooperate with each other in order to find the most advantageous solution of the 
problem (such as food foraging, escaping from predators etc.)  

PSO algorithm employs a collection of particles (called swarm), which is a set of 
potential solutions of the problem. Optimization process is carried out by iteration; it is based 
upon finding better and better location of particles in the search space; this finally results in 
finding an optimal location (best solution), where all swarm individuals gather. During the 
optimization process, location of each particle is determined on the basis of its previous 
experience as well as collective (swarm) experience [12]. Location of ith particle is updated by 
stochastic speed vi. This approach is described with the following relationships [14]: 

    1
1 1 2 2( ) ( )k k k k k k k k

id id d id id d gd idv v c r p x c r p x           ,      (6) 

                                1 1k k k
id id idx x v   ,     1, 2, ...,i N  ; 1, 2, ...,d D ,       (7) 

where: N – number of swarm particles, D – number of decisive variables, c1, c2 – acceleration 
coefficients, r1d, r2d – random numbers within the interval [0; 1], ω – coefficient of particle's 

motion inertia, k
ix  – location of ith particle in kth iteration step, k

iv  – speed of ith particle in kth 

iteration step, k
ip  – previous best location of ith particle, k

gp  – best location found by swarm 

leader, k – iteration step.  

Coefficients c1, c2 control the particle's motion range during a single iteration. In most 
cases they are identical.  

Coefficient ω is responsible for balancing the ability of local and global search of the 
possible solutions' space. If its value is high, then global search is possible, otherwise local 
search is more likely. This multiplier may either be constant or else it may be subject to 
change during optimization process [15].  

When PSO algorithm with high selected values of ω, c1, c2 coefficients is used, a situation 
often arises, when particles cross the limits of search space.  In order to avoid this effect, 
speed limitations are usually set [16]: 
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where: maxdV  – maximum particle speed for decisive variable d, mindV  – minimum particle 

speed for decisive variable d. 

4. TEST CASE 

IEEE Test Case, 118-bus system [17] was used in calculations. It contains 118 buses and 
186 branches, including 9 transformers. The system was split into 3 areas (Fig.1), containing 
the following buses: 

 area O1: from 1 to 23, from 25 to 32 and 113, 114, 115 and 117, 
 area O2: from 33 to 37, from 39 to 61 and 63 and 64, 
 area O3: from 65 to 112 and 24, 38, 62, 116 and 118. 

Cross-area intersections were created by following lines:  
 intersection O1–O2: two lines 138 kV: 15–33 and 19–34,  
 intersection  O1–O3: one line 138 kV: 23–24 and one line 345 kV: 30–38, 
 intersection O2–O3: six lines 138 kV: 47–69, 49–66 (x2), 49–69, 60–62, 61–62;  

one line 345 kV: 64–65 and transformer 345/138 kV/kV: 38–37.  

Bus No. 69 served as a balancing bus. In Fig.1, arrows represent direction of power flow 
in area intersections in the initial state of the system (before optimization). The data for initial 
state of test system is shown in Table 1.  

 Table 1. 

Initial data for test system 

Demand Generation Active power losses Unscheduled flow Test system area 
PL [MW] PG [MW] Pstr [MW] UF [MW] 

O1 963 983 33,66 110,0 
O2 1342 1086 34,79 12,9 
O3 1937 2290 48,18 12,9 

Total 4242 4359 116,64 135,8 
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Fig.1. Diagram of the IEEE 118-bus test system [17] with the assumed location of PSTs 
Rys.1. Schemat sieci testowej IEEE 118 [17] wraz z założoną lokalizacją PST 

5. OPTIMIZATION METHOD FOR PST SETTINGS  

In our investigation we used the approach basing on joint application of PSO algorithm 
and standard method of determining power flow (Newton-Raphson method) (Fig.2). 

At the start of optimization algorithm, an initial particle swarm of a given population 
density is generated. The particles are assigned to random locations and speeds. Location of 
each particle is represented by a vector containing settings of different PST (potential 
solutions). Next, the algorithm commences procedures called for a single swarm particle. A 
model of test system is prepared on the basis of particle parameters (PST settings); this model 
takes into account the current phase shifters’ settings, and then the power flow is determined 
with the help of Matpower programme operating in Matlab programming environment [18]. 
The objective function value results from this procedure (i.e. unscheduled flow  value). This is 
subsequently transferred to swarm algorithm. When fitting (objective function value) is found 
for all particles of the swarm,  the best locations of the particles are changed and swarm leader 
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is chosen. From this point the iteration process is started. Speed and locations of particles are 
modified, the fitting function value is calculated for each particle, the update of swarm leader 
is carried out as well as update of best locations of the particles [12]. This algorithm runs 
iteratively until the end condition is met (e.g. declared number of iterations).  

 

 
 

Fig.2. Algorithm of the swarm optimization of PST settings 
Rys.2. Algorytm optymalizacji rojowej nastaw PST  

6. CALCULATION RESULTS FOR TEST SYSTEM  

All calculations were carried out with PC equipped with Intel Core i7-4702MQ 2.2 GHz 
processor and 64-bit Windows OS. The adopted optimization and PSO algorithm parameters  
are set out in Table 2.  
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 Table 2. 

Assumed optimization and PSO algorithm parameters  

Maximum number of iterations in optimization process kmax 50 
Coefficient of particle motion inertia ω 0.58 
Acceleration coefficient c1 1.25 
Acceleration coefficient c2 1.25 
Maximum speed of particle Vmax 20 
Minimum speed of particle Vmin –20 
Maximum PST setting xmax 20 
Minimum PST setting xmin –20 
 

Results of swarm optimization using criterion of minimizing the unscheduled flow across 
the O1 area of test system are shown in Fig.3 and 4. All tests were run for identical swarm 
algorithm parameter settings and results were averaged for 20 runs. It must be stressed that 
convergence of optimization process is very fast and smaller number of particles may be used, 
which has a direct bearing on the optimization computational time  (Fig.4).  

Results of optimization for the best solution after 50 iterations are presented in Table 3. It 
must be noted that algorithm had found PST setting values, which made it possible to 
significantly decrease unscheduled power flow across O1 area of test system in relation to 
initial state of this system. This is accomplished at the cost of increasing active power losses 
throughout the system (cf. results set out in Table 3). 
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Fig.3. Graph of the fitness function value in consecutive iterations of the swarm algorithm (averaged 

over 20 runs) 
Rys.3. Wykres zmian wartości funkcji celu w kolejnych iteracjach algorytmu rojowego (wartości 

średnie z 20 testów numerycznych) 
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Fig.4. Calculation time for a different number of swarm particles (averaged over 20 runs) 
Rys.4. Czas trwania obliczeń dla różnej liczby cząstek roju (wartości średnie z 20 testów 

numerycznych) 

 Table 3. 

Results of PST settings effected with  

Line 
15–33 

Line 
19–34 

Line 
23–24 

Line 
30–38 

PST1 PST2 PST3 PST4 
UF Reduction in 

UF b 
Increase in 

Pstr 
c Area of test 

system 
[o] [o] [o] [o] [MW] [%] [%] 

O1a 51.1 53.6 –11.1 
O2 8.1 36.8 30.7 
O3 8.1 36.8 5.1 

Total 

3.28 7.54 –2.30 –8.52 

67.3 50.4 8.1 
a. Area of test system, where unscheduled flow was minimized  
b. Reduction of unscheduled flow in relation to initial state (see Table 1). 
c. Increase in active power losses in relation to initial state (see Table 1). 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Use of several PST within a rather limited geographical area must be coordinated in order 
to utilize these devices fully and to avoid any adverse interactions between them. 
Coordination of PSTs is most important, particularly when number of devices present in the 
power system increases and their distance from each other decreases.   

In current paper we solved the problem of coordination by optimizing settings of all PSTs 
with the help of swarm algorithm. Minimization of unscheduled flow through a given system 
was adopted as optimization criterion. The method was verified with a test system; results of 
investigation proved its effectiveness. Moreover, it was demonstrated that limiting 
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unscheduled flow with PSTs may be achieved at the cost of increasing active power losses in 
entire network.  

Further research in the field of PST coordinated control should be targeted at such 
optimization of phase shifters' settings, where two objective functions will be used 
(minimization of unscheduled flow and minimization of active power losses in the system) 
and extrema of both will be sought simultaneously. Tests using a more complex test system 
should also be carried out (we have in mind running a series of tests for model of connected 
power systems 400/220/110 kV of Central and Eastern Europe /PL, DE, CZ, SK, HU, AT, 
UA/), assuming different power balances in different areas.   
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